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INTRODUCTION

Disasters on the rise globally (UNISDR, 2016)

Emergencies at events pose risk to individuals, 

communities and orgnisations.

Tourism highly sensitive to disasters (Ritchie, 2004)
Emergency: a state in which 

normal procedures are 

suspended and extra-ordinary 

measures are taken in order to 

avert a disaster” (World Health 

Organization, 2002, p. 10)

Disaster: “when one is 

confronted with sudden 

unpredictable catastrophic 

changes over which it has little 

control’’ (Faulkner, 2001, p. 136) 



INTRODUCTION

Crisis communication contributes to reducing injury 

and loss of life (Takahashi et al ., 2015). 

Rise of social media necessitates it’s integration

Social media use rises during a crisis (Pew Internet & 

American Life Project, 2006).

Communicating online during a crisis is complex but 

valuable during a crisis. (Schroeder, Pennington-Gray, 

Donohoe, & Kiousis, S., 2013) 

5 billion mobile device 

users worldwide (Statista 

2018

330 million monthly twitter 

users worldwide (Statista 

2018)



LITERATURE

The Social Mediated Crisis Communication Model 
(SMCC) (Jin, Liu & Austin, 2014). 

organizations must communicate with social 
media influencers, follower and social media 
inactives (Jin and Liu, 2010). 

Limitations of this model are: its focus on a 
single organization; lack of insight into how 
various organizations relate on social media; 
and how influencers can be identified and 
used effectively. 



FRAMEWORK
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(SMCC) (Jin, Liu & Austin, 2014).



PURPOSE

The broad purpose of this research is to 

understand how people communicate on 

social media, before and after an 

emergency at a festival  by examining 

the different purpose, nature and 

patterns of posts that emerge



RESEARCH QUESTION

How does social media communication change before and after an 
onsite emergency at a festival event?

Does the nature and purpose of social media 
communication change once an emergency occurs that affects 
festival operations?

Does the sentiment of social media communication change once 
an emergency occurs that affects festival operations?

How does the nature of the emergency influence social media 
communication once an emergency occurs that affects the 
festival operations?



METHOD



METHOD

Cases

2 recent (past three years) large-scale festival emergencies that 
were present on social media. human-induced, and a natural 
disaster.

Zombicon (Human Induced) 2015

Fundraising event in Fort Myers Florida

On site shooting

1 person died, 6 others injured

Shambhala (Natural) 2017

Music Festival in rural British Columbia

Wild fires in the area

Show cancellations announced due to evacuation threat 



METHOD

Conventional content analysis of tweets

Twitters developer access and a custom API

Zombicon = #zombicon, @zombicon

Shambhala - #Shambhala, #Shambhala_mf, 

@Shambhala_mf

24 hours before, 24 hours after



ANALYSIS

Sequential Explorative (Neuman & Robson, 2012)

Who, audience, emergency related, response required 
and tone (positive, negative, neutral)

Nature: conversational, informational, promotional, status, 
phatic and unclassifiable (MacKay et al, 2017; Java et al. 2007

Purpose: information sharing, information seeking, 

engaging with others, expressing emotions/opinions and other  
(Hays et al, 2013; MacKay et al, 2017)

Sentiment: joyful, grateful, amused, content, proud, awed, 
loving, hopeful, interested, angry, sad, afraid, ashamed, 
contemptuous, embarrassed, guilty, disgusted, surprised 
and compassionate (Hawjin et al, 2012; Cohn et al, 2009; 
Fredrickson et al, 2003

purpose refers to the 

user’s intention for 

posting

nature is how the user 

attempts to achieve 

their purpose



RESULTS

Festival Tweets 

before

Tweets after Total tweets

Shambhala 214 885 1099

ZombiCon 335 1421 1756



RESULTS

Who 52% Individuals

Audience 91% General

Emergency 
related

55%

Response 
required

2%

Tone 63% positive of 
neutral

SHAMBHALA

Who 55.9% 
Individuals

Audience 93.5% General

Emergency 
related

67.3%

Response 
required

3.6%

Tone 60.3% neutral

ZOMBICON



RESULTS

Purpose: 

Information sharing: #Shambhala2017 organizers are now ending early. 
Everyone leaves tomorrow https://t.co/BBtuD8V3zy

Information seeking @shambhala_mf Any updates @shambhala_mf ?, 

Engaging with others: @_c_ @D @r @m @c @L @shambhala_mf I 
wish I was there with you. 

Expressing emotions/opinions @shambhala_mf This just mean the 
lasers will look cooler at night

Other RT @DestructoHARD: 5am ðŸ”¥ @shambhala_mf # ðŸ™�ðŸ�½ 
https://t.co/iLZ1y3qYLg



RESULTS

Nature

conversational @xyz @abc @shambhala_mf we need a campout 
sunrise set tho ... @J

informational RT @cbcnewsbc: A evacuation alert in the Kootenays has 
been expanded to include #Shambhala2017, officials say. #BCfires
https://t.co/UgsRwyâ€¦

promotional LOOKING TO BOOST YOUR #FOLLOWERS ?ðŸŒ• 
https://t.co/C4jk6MELny ðŸŒ•

phatic RIP zombicon victems

unclassifiable #Shambhala2017 ðŸ¤™ðŸ•» 
https://t.co/CD6Q3au9owðŸ™�ðŸ�½ https://t.co/iLZ1y3qYLg



RESULTS

NATURE SHAMBHALA ZOMBICON

Conversational 9.8 5.4

Informational 53.8 72.1

Phatic 14.8 11.6

Promotional 18.2 5.3

Status 1 .6

Unclassifiable 1.5 4.8



RESULTS

PURPOSE SHAMBHALA ZOMBICON

Engaging with 

others/relationship 

building

7.3 7.8

Expressing 

emotions/opinions

13.7 20.3

Info seeking 1.4 3

Info sharing 77.1 58.8

Other .6 10



RESULTS
ZOMBICON

X2= 303.027, 4 p=.000



RESULTS
ZOMBICON

X2= 305.569, 5 p=.000



RESULTS
SHAMBAHLA

X2= 78.938, 4 p=.000



RESULTS
SHAMBHALA

X2= 123.474, 5 p=.000



DISCUSSION

Consistent with past research (MacKay et al, 2017)

Purpose: information sharing 

Nature: informational

Once an emergency takes place the discussions shifts to 

information

Additional ‘noise’ may be present 

Different patterns between emergencies are clear



IMPLICATIONS



IMPLICATIONS



IMPLICATIONS



IMPLICATIONS



IMPLICATIONS



CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Future Research: 

Diverse events

Full lifecycle of a crisis

Additional SM platforms

In depth exploration of the data

Network analysis



LIMITATIONS

social-media can be ‘noisy’ (Madianou, 2015). 

There is some evidence that many people prefer inter-

personal communication (texting, calling) rather than social 

media (posting, sharing on social media) (Madianou, 2015). 

Unique aspects of events and emergencies
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